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INTRODUCTION

In the third week of March 2020, almost two months after the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) declared COVID-19 a public health emergency,1 officers in Wyoming County, West Virginia responded to fourteen opioid overdose calls.2 This was not unusual. From 2014 to 2016, Wyoming County had the highest overdose death rate in West Virginia.3 One report indicates that Wyoming County has the highest rate of prescription drug overdose deaths in the United States.4

Buprenorphine and methadone help alleviate the withdrawal
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symptoms associated with discontinuing opioid use, reducing illicit opioid use and resulting overdoses. But it is challenging for patients in rural locations like Wyoming County to access these lifesaving medications. In Wyoming County, for example, there is only a single practitioner permitted by federal regulation to prescribe buprenorphine. Practitioners are required to obtain a special waiver to prescribe buprenorphine to patients with opioid use disorder, which limits the number of available practitioners. It is even more difficult to obtain methadone, as patients can only obtain it directly from highly regulated opioid treatment programs. The closest opioid treatment program is an hour-long drive away from the center of Wyoming County.

Access to these treatments is highly regulated, with jurisdiction split at the federal level between different agencies. It took a pandemic to break through some of the restrictions. To allow providers to follow social distancing designed to limit the spread of COVID-19, federal regulatory agencies dramatically reduced barriers to accessing buprenorphine and methadone. Although there is hope that the COVID-19 pandemic will soon be behind us, that means the flexibilities that eased the treatment of opioid use disorder are at risk of lapsing. The opioid epidemic, on the other hand, is only getting worse.


Drug overdose deaths surged during 2020. Preliminary data suggests more than 90,000 Americans died of drug overdoses last year.10

This Essay evaluates two specific flexibilities granted during the COVID-19 pandemic that made it easier for patients to access buprenorphine and methadone. First, the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) allowed practitioners to prescribe buprenorphine using telemedicine without first conducting an in-person medical exam. Second, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) made it easier for patients to have a take-home supply of methadone, reducing many patients’ need to make a daily trip to an opioid treatment program. The White House Office of National Drug Control Policy indicated that extending pandemic flexibilities for treating opioid use disorder is a priority for the Biden Administration, and this Essay provides a roadmap for the executive branch to do so.11

While Congress could certainly make the changes permanent through legislation, this Essay provides an independent assessment of whether DEA and SAMHSA have the statutory authority to extend these flexibilities after the COVID-19 public health emergency ends by making changes to their regulations using the notice-and-comment rulemaking process under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA). The main finding is that DEA and SAMHSA have regulatory mechanisms available to extend the flexibilities described above. In addition, the U.S. HHS Secretary’s opioid-specific public health emergency declaration could offer a longer term, but still impermanent, legal pathway to extend these flexibilities beyond the current pandemic.

This Essay proceeds as follows. First, it explains the existing regulations that apply to buprenorphine induction12 using telemedicine and the flexibilities that have been granted during the COVID-19 public health emergency. It then analyzes the authorizing statutes and finds that DEA has the authority to extend the telemedicine flexibilities by making regulatory changes. Next, this Essay explains the


12. “Induction” is the process by which practitioners help patients begin buprenorphine treatment and set their initial dosing. Walter Ling, Larissa Mooney, & Matthew Torrington, Buprenorphine for Opioid Addiction, 2 PAIN MGMT. 345, 347 (2012).
existing regulations that apply to unsupervised use of methadone and the take-home flexibilities that SAMHSA granted during the COVID-19 public health emergency. It then analyzes the authorizing statutes and finds that SAMHSA has the authority to extend the take-home flexibilities by making regulatory changes. Lastly, it considers how DEA and SAMHSA could use the HHS Secretary’s opioid-specific public health emergency declaration to extend both pandemic flexibilities after the COVID-19 public health emergency expires.

1. BUPRENORPHINE INDUCTION USING TELEMEDICINE

Buprenorphine, along with methadone, is considered a gold standard for the treatment of opioid use disorder. Before the Drug Addiction Treatment Act of 2000 (DATA 2000), practitioners could only treat patients with buprenorphine at highly regulated opioid treatment programs. DATA 2000 allowed practitioners to prescribe buprenorphine to patients outside of opioid treatment programs, so long as they obtain an "X" waiver from SAMHSA and DEA. To obtain an X-waiver, a practitioner is generally required to complete a specialized eight-hour or twenty-four-hour training, submit a notification of intent to SAMHSA, and follow certain conditions while providing buprenorphine treatment—although HHS recently exempted practitioners from the training requirement if they comply with certain conditions.

Although SAMHSA and DEA are both responsible for regulatory oversight of “DATA-waived practitioners,” the regulations that limit these practitioners from using telemedicine, rooted in concerns about diversion of controlled substances, were issued by DEA. This Part explains the DEA regulations that apply to buprenorphine induction using telemedicine, describes the flexibilities that the agency provided to patients and practitioners during the COVID-19 public health emergency, and finds that DEA has the authority to extend the telemedicine flexibilities through regulatory changes.

A. DEA REGULATION OF BUPRENORPHINE INDUCTION USING TELEMEDICINE

In 2009, DEA promulgated regulations implementing the Ryan

13. See id. at 346 (noting that buprenorphine “is arguably the most significant advance in the history of pharmacotherapy for opioid addiction, heralded by the introduction of methadone maintenance a half century ago”).
Haight Online Pharmacy Consumer Protection Act of 2008 (Ryan Haight Act). These regulations prohibit various methods of distributing and dispensing controlled substances over the Internet, including prescribing and dispensing controlled substances without first conducting an in-person medical evaluation. Since buprenorphine is a schedule III-controlled substance, it falls under these regulations.

The goal of the Ryan Haight Act and DEA’s implementing regulations is to halt rogue websites that allow individuals to obtain prescriptions and purchase controlled substances based on inadequate medical evaluations. The primary tool the regulations use to combat the sale of controlled substances over the Internet is the requirement that a practitioner must give a patient at least one in-person medical evaluation before prescribing a controlled substance. A practitioner or facilitator who knowingly or intentionally fills a prescription for a controlled substance without conducting an in-person medical evaluation can be held criminally liable.

A practitioner is only permitted to prescribe controlled substances without conducting the in-person medical evaluation when engaged in one of the rule’s seven exceptions for the “practice of telemedicine.” The exceptions are narrow, and patients cannot be located in their own homes to take advantage of many of them. For example, under one exception, a practitioner can initiate treatment using telemedicine if the patient is located in and being treated by a DEA-registered hospital or clinic. Alternatively, a practitioner can initiate treatment using telemedicine if the patient is in the physical

20. 21 U.S.C. § 841(h)(1) of the Controlled Substances Act lays out the various criminal liabilities for violations. A practitioner can be convicted of violating the Controlled Substances Act if they had knowledge of the illegal activity or enough information that they engaged in willful blindness. See, e.g., United States v. Katz, 445 F.3d 1023, 1031 (9th Cir. 2006).
presence of and being treated by a DEA-registered practitioner.\textsuperscript{23}

The Ryan Haight Act gives DEA the discretion to allow for telemedicine in a few other circumstances. For example, if there is a public health emergency, such as the ongoing coronavirus public health emergency, DEA can allow for the use of telemedicine.\textsuperscript{24} In practice, prior to the pandemic, patients could not be prescribed controlled substances via telemedicine without an in-person medical examination unless they were at a DEA-registered hospital or clinic or in the presence of a DEA-registered practitioner.

DEA argues that the Ryan Haight Act and the implementing regulations were effective in targeting rogue online pharmacies. DEA points out that “it shut the door on the internet diversion of controlled substances almost overnight.”\textsuperscript{25} However, as an unintended consequence it also forced legitimate telemedicine providers to first conduct in-person medical evaluations, and practitioners have pointed to these DEA regulations as a substantial barrier to the adoption of telemedicine for treating opioid use disorder.\textsuperscript{26}

The SAMHSA regulations applicable to DATA-waived practitioners are silent on whether they can initiate buprenorphine treatment using telemedicine.\textsuperscript{27} Rather, DEA regulation of controlled substances is the regulation that prohibits DATA-waived practitioners from initiating buprenorphine using telemedicine.

Several other regulations apply to buprenorphine induction using telemedicine. For example, prior to the public health emergency, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) only authorized Medicare reimbursement for telemedicine in a few circumstances,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{23} The practitioner must also be acting in “the usual course of professional practice,” in accordance with state law, and be registered in the state where the patient is located. 21 C.F.R. \textsection 1300.04 (i)(2) (2019).
\item \textsuperscript{24} Specifically, the statute states when telemedicine is conducted “during a public health emergency declared by the Secretary of Health and Human Services under section 319 of the Public Health Service Act . . . and involves patients located in such areas, and such controlled substances, as the Secretary of Health and Human Services, with the concurrence of the Administrator, designates,” it is considered an exempted “practice of telemedicine.” 21 C.F.R. \textsection 1300.04 (i)(4) (2019).
\item \textsuperscript{25} Loren Miller, Section Chief, Drug Enforcement Admin., Remarks at the American College of Medical Toxicology’s Mitigating the Intersection of COVID-19 and Opioid Use Disorder Panel (May 20, 2020), 45:04, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tIu9t-AJuq [https://perma.cc/FVH5-KDCA].
\item \textsuperscript{26} See Y. Tony Yang, Eric Weintraub, & Rebecca L. Haffajee, Telemedicine’s Role in Addressing the Opioid Epidemic, 93 Mayo Clinic Proc. 1177, 1179 (2018) (noting that in-person examination requirements under the Haight Act “impede the ability of providers to prescribe buprenorphine . . . via telemedicine”).
\item \textsuperscript{27} 42 C.F.R. \textsection 8 (2019).
\end{itemize}
including brief check-ins for established patients.\textsuperscript{28} In response to the COVID-19 public health emergency, CMS significantly relaxed reimbursement requirements for telemedicine, including for substance use disorder treatment.\textsuperscript{29} As another example, HHS promulgated regulations under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) to protect health information involved in telemedicine, and the associated regulations require practitioners to use video communication technology provided by certain third-party vendors.\textsuperscript{30} In response to the COVID-19 public health emergency, HHS announced it would use its enforcement discretion and not impose penalties on practitioners as long as they avoid certain technologies (e.g., TikTok) and operate in good faith.\textsuperscript{31} Although these regulations are outside the scope of this Essay, they have the potential to reestablish barriers to providing ongoing treatment using telemedicine and merit future research.

B. DEA COVID-19 EMERGENCY FLEXIBILITIES

In response to the COVID-19 public health emergency, DEA released guidance allowing practitioners to prescribe buprenorphine to new and existing patients with opioid use disorder over the telephone without first requiring an in-person examination or an examination using an audio-visual connection.\textsuperscript{32}

DEA placed few limitations on practitioners’ use of the exception. Prescriptions for buprenorphine must be issued “for a legitimate

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{28} Revisions to Payment Policies Under the Physician Fee Schedule and Other Revisions to Part B for CY 2019, 83 Fed. Reg. 59,452 (Jan. 1, 2019).


\end{footnotesize}
medical purpose by a practitioner acting in the usual course of his/her professional practice.” 33 Practitioners also must determine that an adequate evaluation can be conducted over the telephone or using an audio-visual connection. 34

DEA relies on a section of the Ryan Haight Act to provide this exception to practitioners during the pandemic. Under 21 U.S.C. § 802(54)(D), DEA has the authority to allow for the “practice of telemedicine” when it is being “conducted during a public health emergency declared by the Secretary.” 35 DEA cites the COVID-19 public health emergency declaration in its guidance. 36 Accordingly, the exemption will expire when that emergency declaration expires.

C. APPROACHES TO EXTENDING FLEXIBILITIES FOR BUPRENORPHINE INDUCTION

This Part describes two approaches DEA could take to extend the telemedicine flexibilities granted during the COVID-19 public health emergency post-pandemic without additional authorization from Congress. First, DEA could issue joint regulations with SAMHSA allowing practitioners to prescribe buprenorphine without first conducting an in-person medical evaluation. Second, DEA could establish a special registration for telemedicine program.

1. DEA and SAMHSA Issue Joint Regulations

DEA and SAMHSA have the authority under the Ryan Haight Act to extend the telemedicine flexibilities granted during the COVID-19 pandemic by jointly issuing regulations that allow practitioners to prescribe buprenorphine without first conducting an in-person medical evaluation.

DEA and SAMHSA’s authority to promulgate regulations allowing practitioners to prescribe buprenorphine using a telephone or two-way, audio-visual connection is well grounded in the law. The Ryan Haight Act expressly gives the agencies the authority to prescribe such regulations in 21 U.S.C. § 802(54)(G), and the history of the Ryan Haight Act is in line with the agencies taking this action.

The language of the Ryan Haight Act unambiguously gives DEA and SAMHSA the authority to promulgate regulations allowing for

33. Id.
34. Id.
35. 21 U.S.C. § 802(54)(D).
36. Letter from Thomas Prevoznik, supra note 32.
wider adoption of telemedicine. The Act says:

No controlled substance that is a prescription drug as determined under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act . . . may be delivered, distributed, or dispensed by means of the Internet without a valid prescription . . . The term “valid prescription” means a prescription that is issued . . . by . . . a practitioner who has conducted at least 1 in-person medical evaluation of the patient[,] or . . . a covering practitioner.

The Act defines “covering practitioner” as “a practitioner who . . . has conducted at least 1 in-person medical evaluation of the patient or an evaluation of the patient through the practice of telemedicine.”

The Act then defines seven distinct instances when a practitioner can use telemedicine. These are colloquially referred to as the “seven exceptions” to the requirement to conduct an in-person exam prior to prescribing a controlled substance using telemedicine.

The seventh exception allows DEA and SAMHSA to issue joint regulations that permit practitioners to use telemedicine:

The term “practice of telemedicine” means, for purposes of this subchapter, the practice of medicine in accordance with applicable Federal and State laws by a practitioner (other than a pharmacist) who is at a location remote from the patient and is communicating with the patient, or health care professional who is treating the patient, using a telecommunications system referred to in section 1395m(m) of title 42, which . . . is being conducted under any other circumstances that the Attorney General and the Secretary have jointly, by regulation, determined to be consistent with effective controls against diversion and otherwise consistent with the public health and safety.

This language gives DEA and SAMHSA the discretion to promulgate regulations allowing practitioners to prescribe controlled substances using telemedicine under “any other circumstances” that the agencies determine qualify under the Act. The Act also gives the agencies discretion to ensure the regulations effectively control against diversion and are “consistent with the public health and safety.”

---

40. 21 U.S.C. § 802(54).
42. 21 U.S.C. § 802(54)(G).
43. Id.
44. Id.
generally left to the agencies, there is no ambiguity that the agencies have the discretion to issue the regulations.

The plain language of the statute forecloses any ambiguity regarding DEA and SAMHSA’s ability to promulgate regulations that extend the telemedicine flexibilities granted during the pandemic, so agencies and courts do not have to follow interpretive aids like legislative history.45

Although it is not authoritative, the legislative history of the Ryan Haight Act is in tandem with the interpretation that DEA and SAMHSA can issue regulations allowing for broader use of telemedicine.

As a Senate Judiciary Committee report explains, some Senate leaders were concerned about hindering emerging telemedicine markets and did not intend for the Ryan Haight Act to restrict legitimate telemedicine.46 The report points out that telemedicine can “improve health outcomes and reduce costs” as well as offer care that is “not available in many remote areas.”47 The Committee did not want to place “unnecessary restrictions on the operations or growth of telemedicine,” thus, the committee report notes that:

[T]he statute provides that the Attorney General and the Secretary of Health and Human Services may promulgate regulations that allow for the full practice of telemedicine consistent with medical practice guidelines, so long as those regulations continue to effectively control diversion. The Committee anticipates that the Attorney General and Secretary may update these regulations on an ongoing basis to reflect changes in telemedicine.48

Although not controlling in interpreting legislative intent, DEA agreed that the initial medical evaluation could be conducted using telemedicine in a 2007 hearing on the various legislative paths to regulate online pharmacies.49 When asked if Congress should require practitioners to conduct in-person evaluations, Deputy Assistant Administrator Joseph Rannazzisi responded that “DEA believes that any legislation that would effectively address the fraudulent prescribing of controlled substances via the Internet must include the requirement of a legitimate medical evaluation by the prescribing practitioner, either through an in-person meeting or a valid telemedicine

---

47. Id.
48. Id.
consultation meeting appropriate criteria.”

Thus, during the development of the Ryan Haight Act, DEA signaled to legislators that, in its view, the initial evaluation could be conducted via telemedicine.

a. Potential Legal Barriers to Extending the Pandemic Flexibilities Through Joint Regulations

Although DEA and SAMHSA have the legal authority to issue joint regulations, there are two potential legal barriers to address should the agencies issue regulations replicating the pandemic-related flexibilities. First, the Ryan Haight Act requires providers to use a “telecommunications system.” The definition of that term determines the type of telemedicine (e.g., audio-visual only) that DEA and SAMHSA could authorize. Second, this approach raises the question of whether DEA and SAMHSA have discretion to issue joint regulations without incorporating additional diversion controls. This section concludes that neither is a legal barrier that should interfere with this approach.

i. The Requirement to Use a “Telecommunications System”

The Ryan Haight Act, which established the seven telemedicine exceptions, also includes a relevant limitation to those exceptions. The statute requires that the “practice of telemedicine” be conducted “using a telecommunications system referred to” in the Medicare, Medicaid, and SCHIP Benefits Improvement and Protection Act of 2001 (BIPA).

Both DEA and SAMHSA pandemic flexibilities allow practitioners prescribing buprenorphine to do so over the telephone (i.e., using only

50. Id. at 14.
51. This Essay does not go into significant depth on two other statutes applicable to DATA-waived practitioners and opioid treatment programs because they are not legal barriers. First, DATA 2000 amended the Controlled Substances Act to provide a process for practitioners to get a waiver to prescribe buprenorphine without registering with DEA as an opioid treatment program, but the statute is silent on prescribing buprenorphine using telemedicine. Drug Addiction Treatment Act of 2000, 21 U.S.C. § 823(g)(2) (2018). Second, the Narcotic Addict Treatment Act of 1974 amended the Controlled Substances Act to require practitioners dispensing controlled substances for maintenance or detoxification treatment to obtain a separate registration with DEA and comply with standards developed by HHS for opioid treatment programs, but the statute is also silent on prescribing controlled substances using telemedicine. Narcotic Addict Treatment Act of 1974, 21 U.S.C. § 823(g)(2) (2018).
52. 21 U.S.C. § 802(54).
an audio connection]. The agencies did not limit practitioners to use of a two-way, audio-visual connection.\textsuperscript{54} The agencies also permit telephone consultations to suffice, which is important from a policy perspective because many low-income, homeless, or recently incarcerated patients do not have reliable access to computers or smartphones with video cameras.\textsuperscript{55} Thus, when considering whether a Ryan Haight Act exception could be the basis for additional telemedicine flexibility, this raises the question of whether a telephone qualifies as a “telecommunications system.”

As mentioned, the “practice of telemedicine” must be conducted “using a telecommunications system referred to” in the Medicare, Medicaid, and SCHIP Benefits Improvement and Protection Act of 2001 (BIPA).\textsuperscript{56} BIPA, however, does not define “telecommunications system.” The relevant provision simply states that HHS will pay for “telehealth services furnished via a telecommunications system by a physician.”\textsuperscript{57} Although BIPA does not define “telecommunications systems,” the CMS promulgated a regulatory definition to be used in its programs. In the preamble to the proposed rule implementing BIPA, CMS confirmed that Congress did not define “telecommunications system.”\textsuperscript{58} In response, CMS promulgated a definition of “telecommunications system” that excludes telephones.\textsuperscript{59} While the CMS definition shows one approach to interpreting the term “telecommunications system,” CMS did not purport to bind DEA or SAMHSA to its definition.

The plain language of the statute suggests that DEA and SAMHSA may interpret “telecommunications system” broadly to include an audio-only connection. The dictionary definition of the word “telecommunication” expressly includes “communication at a distance (as by

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item 42 U.S.C. § 1395m(m)(1).
\item 42 CFR § 410.78(a)(3) (2019).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
More directly relevant, and as discussed above, both DEA and SAMHSA pandemic flexibilities allow practitioners prescribing buprenorphine to do so over the telephone (i.e., using only an audio connection). Importantly, in taking this posture, DEA and SAMHSA signaled that they read “telecommunications system” expansively to include telephone communications for purposes of their own programs. Therefore, as applied to DEA and SAMHSA, the definition of "telecommunications system" does not appear to be a legal barrier to DEA-SAMHSA joint regulations under 21 U.S.C. § 802(54)(G).

ii. Incorporating Additional Diversion Controls

The Ryan Haight Act limits the practice of telemedicine pursuant to DEA-SAMHSA joint regulations to circumstances “determined [by the agencies] to be consistent with effective controls against diversion and otherwise consistent with the public health and safety.” That language raises the question of whether DEA and SAMHSA need to incorporate additional diversion controls if they issue joint regulations, or if the diversion controls included in the pandemic-related flexibilities are sufficient to satisfy the statute.

Although Congress has spoken to the issue, the statutory language is ambiguous because it does not articulate what constitutes an effective control. The legislative history of the Ryan Haight Act is silent as to the types of diversion control requirements the agencies ought to place on practitioners using telemedicine.

Given that Congress deferred to the agencies’ discretion on this matter, it is instructive to consider their pandemic approach. The agencies’ pandemic-related flexibilities suggests that DEA and SAMHSA were not concerned enough about the potential for diversion to place additional controls on practitioners. To take advantage of the pandemic-related flexibilities, a practitioner must ensure that he or she can conduct an adequate evaluation using telemedicine, which includes the use of telephone. The current regulations already require

61. Letter from Thomas Prevoznik, supra note 32; SAMHSA FAQs, supra note 54.
63. 21 U.S.C. § 802(54).
64. *Id.*; see supra Part I.C.1 for more discussion on the legislative history.
65. Letter from Thomas Prevoznik, supra note 32; SAMHSA FAQs, supra note 54.
66. The exception does not apply to new opioid treatment program patients treated with methadone. Letter from Thomas Prevoznik, supra note 32; SAMHSA FAQs.
an evaluation—the pandemic-related flexibilities simply allow evaluation to be conducted over the telephone or using an audio-visual connection. The flexibilities require the telemedicine practitioner to be state-licensed and DEA-registered, which is also consistent with current regulations. Additionally, and consistent with current regulations, prescriptions for buprenorphine must be issued “for a legitimate medical purpose by a practitioner acting in the usual course of his/her professional practice.”

Of course, when DEA and SAMHSA crafted these regulatory flexibilities, they did so prospectively. Careful research could help inform the impact these flexibilities are having on controlled substance diversion. Research could further reveal whether DEA and SAMHSA should issue regulations similar to the flexibilities granted during the pandemic public health emergency or should change course. In the meantime, and absent any evidence of increased diversion, it is reasonable to conclude that it is within DEA and SAMHSA’s discretion to issue joint regulations without imposing additional diversion controls.

2. DEA Establishes a Special Registration for Telemedicine Program

As a second potential path to extend the telemedicine pandemic flexibilities, DEA can use its authority to establish a special registration for telemedicine programs. One of the seven telemedicine exceptions in the Ryan Haight Act gives DEA the discretion to register practitioners to prescribe controlled substances using telemedicine. The statute says, “the term ‘practice of telemedicine’ means, for purposes of this subchapter, the practice of medicine... which... is being conducted by a practitioner who has obtained from the Attorney General...”

---

67. Letter from Thomas Prevoznik, supra note 32.
68. Id.
69. While the exact content and process of these rules are outside the scope of this Essay, the agencies would need to promulgate these rules consistent with the Administrative Procedure Act and in such a manner as to survive judicial review under the Chevron doctrine. Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. NRDC Inc., 467 U.S. 837 (1984). In this Essay, we focus on the agencies’ statutory authorities to take these actions, which is only one of the issues that could come up in subsequent litigation.
a special registration.” Therefore, DEA’s legal authority to create such a program is clear.

In fact, recent legislation requires DEA to create a special registration program. The Special Registration for Telemedicine Act of 2018, part of the SUPPORT for Patients and Communities Act, gave DEA until October 2019 to release final regulations “specifying . . . the limited circumstances in which a special registration . . . may be issued to a practitioner to engage in the practice of telemedicine.” Although DEA missed the initial deadline, it remains legally obligated to create this special registration program.

Whether a special registration promotes the use of telemedicine depends on how it is designed. DEA’s special registration for telemedicine program could open up a new pathway for the practice of telemedicine compared to current regulations. The special registration could also be so burdensome for practitioners that it has no significant effect on telemedicine uptake. If DEA designs a program that requires a practitioner to undergo extensive training and then apply and wait for DEA to grant the registration, such a special registration is unlikely to lead to increased uptake.

DEA has the authority to pursue a creative approach when activating the special registration program. The statute gives DEA the discretion to “specify[ ] . . . the limited circumstances in which a special registration” may be issued. The statute does not require DEA to pre-approve each individual practitioner seeking a special registration for telemedicine. DEA could automatically issue a special registration to each practitioner who applies for a regular DEA registration or renews his or her registration, for example. Alternatively, DEA could require practitioners to submit a separate application for a special registration program. With either method, DEA could impose the same requirements on practitioners using a special registration for telemedicine as it did on practitioners utilizing the telemedicine flexibility during the COVID-19 pandemic.

74. 21 U.S.C. § 831(h)(2).
75. Id.
76. It is permissible for DEA to both release a special registration program and promulgate joint regulations with SAMHSA. Although this approach would require
II. UNSUPERVISED USE OF METHADONE

Over 400,000 people in the United States receive methadone from an opioid treatment program to treat their opioid use disorders. Methadone is significantly more effective at reducing opioid use and retaining patients in treatment than approaches that do not use medication. For many people, taking methadone to treat opioid use disorders involves a daily trip to the opioid treatment facility to receive medication administered at the facility.

Although taking a daily trip to an opioid treatment program was already a logistical challenge for patients, the COVID-19 pandemic heightened obstacles for patients who need to travel every day to receive their medication. Practitioners reported that many opioid treatment programs reduced their hours, and some stopped accepting new patients altogether. There are also reports of crowded waiting rooms and long lines of people not socially distanced.

Even before the pandemic, access to opioid treatment programs was limited. Over 90 percent of opioid treatment programs are located in urban areas, making it challenging for rural patients to make the daily trip to receive their medication. Studies have established that longer travel distance reduces the likelihood that people with substance use disorder complete treatment or seek aftercare.

DEA to write two separate regulations and go through the notice-and-comment process twice, it might save the agency administrative resources in the long run.


83. Kyle Beardsley, Eric D. Wish, Dawn Bonanno Fitzelle, Kevin O’Grady, & Amelia M. Arria, Distance Traveled to Outpatient Drug Treatment and Client Retention, 25 J. Substance Abuse Treatment 279, 279 (2003); Susan K. Schmitt, Giran S. Phibbs, &
study found that patients traveling more than a mile to treatment programs were roughly fifty percent less likely to complete treatment than patients who traveled less than a mile.\textsuperscript{84}

Allowing patients to take home extra doses of methadone from an opioid treatment program is an effective way to ensure that patients have access to methadone, but SAMHSA has traditionally placed significant limits on allowing patients to have take-home doses. This Part explains the SAMHSA regulations that apply to the unsupervised use of methadone, describes the flexibilities that agency provided to patients and practitioners during the COVID-19 public health emergency, and finds that SAMHSA has the authority to extend the unsupervised use flexibilities through regulatory changes.

A. REGULATIONS FOR TAKE-HOME SUPPLIES OF OPIOID TREATMENT MEDICATION

Under the Narcotic Addict Treatment Act of 1974, SAMHSA is responsible for regulatory oversight of “opioid treatment programs,” which SAMHSA defines as inclusive of any practitioner or program that is registered with DEA and treats a patient with a drug that is approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for treatment of opioid use disorder.\textsuperscript{85} This definition includes practitioners and programs that use buprenorphine or methadone as part of a protocol to treat opioid use disorder. As of 2018, there were 1,605 opioid treatment programs in the United States.\textsuperscript{86} When used to treat opioid use disorder, methadone can only be dispensed at an opioid treatment program.\textsuperscript{87}

SAMHSA’s requirements for opioid treatment programs are extensive. For example, opioid treatment programs must provide counseling services to patients, document patient care and outcomes, and limit the amount of a medication a patient can take home.\textsuperscript{88}

\textsuperscript{84} Beardsley et al., supra note 83, at 283.
\textsuperscript{86} Christopher M. Jones, Danielle J. Byrd, Thomas J Clarke, Tony B. Campbell, Chideha Ohuoha & Elmore F. McCance-Katz, Characteristics and Current Clinical Practices of Opioid Treatment Programs in the United States, 205 DRUG & ALCOHOL Dependence 1, 2 (2019).
\textsuperscript{87} 42 C.F.R. § 8 (2019); 21 C.F.R. § 1306.04(c) (2019).
\textsuperscript{88} 42 C.F.R. § 8 (2019).
The requirements for the take-home supply, or unsupervised use, of methadone are particularly extensive. Practitioners must take into consideration eight criteria when determining if a patient is “responsible” enough to have a take-home supply of medication:

In determining which patients may be permitted unsupervised use, the medical director shall consider the following take-home criteria in determining whether a patient is responsible in handling opioid drugs for unsupervised use.

(i) Absence of recent abuse of drugs (opioid or nonnarcotic), including alcohol;
(ii) Regularity of clinic attendance;
(iii) Absence of serious behavioral problems at the clinic;
(iv) Absence of known recent criminal activity, e.g., drug dealing;
(v) Stability of the patient’s home environment and social relationships;
(vi) Length of time in comprehensive maintenance treatment;
(vii) Assurance that take-home medication can be safely stored within the patient’s home; and
(viii) Whether the rehabilitative benefit the patient derived from decreasing the frequency of clinic attendance outweighs the potential risk of diversion.89

If a practitioner determines that a patient is sufficiently responsible under these eight criteria to be eligible to receive a take-home supply of methadone, the number of doses is initially limited and gradually increases. For example, during the first ninety days of treatment, patients can only take home one dose per week of methadone.90 This means patients must still go to the opioid treatment program the other six days of the week for their daily dose of methadone.91 In the second ninety days of treatment, a patient can take home two doses per week.92 The number increases with the time-in-treatment; after a year of continuous treatment, a patient can take home a two-week supply.93 After two years of continuous treatment, the flexibility maxes out and a patient can begin to take home a one-month supply.94

The rationale originally put forward to support the time-in-treatment requirement was that “the longer the patient is in treatment[,] the greater the likelihood he or she has of establishing a therapeutic relationship with the counselor and the program and the greater |

89. 42 C.F.R. § 8.12(i)(2).
91. A patient might only need to go for five other days if the opioid treatment program closes for a day on Sunday or for State or Federal holidays. 42 CFR § 8.12(i)(1).
likelihood he or she has of being assessed properly against the [eight criteria].\textsuperscript{95} The agency, which was the FDA at the time, did not offer evidence to support the idea that the time-in-treatment requirement encourages patients to stay in treatment longer. When SAMHSA took over this regulatory program, it maintained this eight-criteria test.\textsuperscript{96}

DEA regulations do not impose specific requirements regarding the unsupervised use of methadone or buprenorphine. Rather, the agency defers to SAMHSA regulations regarding unsupervised use.\textsuperscript{97} Although DEA regulations apply multiple restrictions to narcotic treatment programs, those restrictions do not appear to bear on take-home supplies.\textsuperscript{98}

B. COVID-19-RELATED FLEXIBILITIES

In response to the COVID-19 public health emergency, SAMHSA released a guidance document that allows state regulatory authorities to request blanket exceptions to allow patients to take home more doses of methadone and buprenorphine.\textsuperscript{99} The guidance says that for all states, [t]he state may request blanket exceptions for all stable patients in an OTP to receive 28 days of Take-Home doses of the patient’s medication for opioid use disorder. The state may request up to 14 days of Take-Home medication for those patients who are less stable but who the OTP believes can safely


\textsuperscript{96} Narcotic Drugs in Maintenance and Detoxification Treatment of Narcotic Dependence, 64 Fed. Reg. 39,810, 39,822 (proposed July 22, 1999); Opioid Drugs in Maintenance and Detoxification Treatment of Opiate Addiction, 66 Fed. Reg. 4,076, 4,098 (Jan. 17, 2001). This test looks especially overdue for policy review. A number of the criteria appear so subjective as to amplify problematic biases where they exist. The extent to which these criteria serve as a barrier to treatment is beyond the scope of this Essay but would benefit from additional study.

\textsuperscript{97} 21 C.F.R. § 1301.74(k) (2019). The DEA regulations refer to SAMHSA regulations and state that “[a]ll narcotic treatment programs must comply with standards established by the Secretary of Health and Human Services [after consultation with the Administration] respecting the quantities of narcotic drugs which may be provided to persons enrolled in a narcotic treatment program for unsupervised use.” Id.

\textsuperscript{98} DEA’s security controls for narcotic treatment programs, for example, require such programs to keep controlled substances in a safe or steel cabinet and to notify DEA of theft and significant loss of methadone. 21 C.F.R. § 1301.72(a–b) (2019); 21 C.F.R. § 1301.74(c) (2019).

handle this level of Take-Home medication.100

The guidance document and the regulations at 42 CFR § 8.12 do not define “stable patient” or “less stable patient,” nor do they include any description about who qualifies as “stable.” Thus, SAMHSA’s guidance is unclear about whether opioid treatment programs should use the eight take-home criteria laid out in 42 CFR § 8.12(i)(2) or different criteria. Some practitioners interpreted the pandemic-related guidance to mean that SAMHSA is deferring to the opioid treatment programs to decide when a patient is “stable” or “less stable.”101 Others interpreted it differently to mean the eight take-home criteria should be used to determine if a patient is “stable” or “less stable.”102

In its guidance, SAMHSA did not place any specific requirements on practitioners who want to take advantage of this flexibility once their state adopts the blanket exemption. SAMHSA neither mentions the statute or regulation that authorizes it to provide this flexibility to opioid treatment programs, nor specifies whether the flexibility is set to expire when the COVID-19 emergency declaration expires or is revoked.103

Some states, such as Massachusetts and New Jersey, requested the exemption to permit some patients in their states to receive the larger take-home supply of fourteen to twenty-eight days of medication.104 Some localities allowed for smaller increases in take-home supplies. New York City, for example, allowed patients to start with a two or three-day take-home supply.105

C. APPROACHES TO EXTENDING FLEXIBILITIES FOR THE UNSUPERVISED USE OF OPIOID TREATMENT MEDICATIONS

This Part finds that SAMHSA has the legal authority to extend the flexibilities granted during the COVID-19 public health emergency without additional authorization from Congress. It describes two

100. Id.
101. Insinger, supra note 81.
103. This differs from guidance issued by DEA in response to the COVID-19 public health emergency declaration that allows DATA-waived practitioners to prescribe buprenorphine to new and existing patients over the telephone without first requiring an in-person examination. In that guidance, DEA wrote that it provided the flexibility due to the COVID-19 public health emergency, and it is set to expire when the emergency declaration expires or is revoked. Letter from Thomas Prevoznik, supra note 32.
104. Guyer & Scott, supra note 55.
105. Insinger, supra note 81.
approaches that the agency could take. First, SAMHSA could use its statutory authority to issue a rule codifying the flexibilities after consulting with DEA. Second, SAMHSA could release a new guidance document implementing these changes.

1. SAMHSA Issues Regulations After Consultation with DEA

SAMHSA has the authority under the Narcotic Addict Treatment Act to extend the pandemic-related flexibilities by issuing regulations through the notice-and-comment rulemaking process. The only condition the statute places on SAMHSA is the requirement that the agency consult with DEA before issuing the regulations.

The language of the Act unambiguously gives SAMHSA this authority. The Act says:

The Attorney General shall register a [practitioner] to dispense narcotic drugs to individuals for maintenance treatment or detoxification treatment (or both) (A) if the applicant is a practitioner who is determined by the Secretary to be qualified (under standards established by the Secretary) to engage in the treatment with respect to which registration is sought … and (C) if the Secretary determines that the applicant will comply with standards established by the Secretary (after consultation with the Attorney General) respecting the quantities of narcotic drugs which may be provided for unsupervised use by individuals in such treatment.

This language plainly gives SAMHSA broad authority to establish the standards that practitioners must follow to dispense narcotic drugs to individuals for maintenance or detoxification treatment (i.e., the standards that opioid treatment programs must follow).

It also gives SAMHSA broad authority to set standards regarding the quantity of methadone or buprenorphine an opioid treatment program can give a patient to take home, and it does not limit the circumstances for which SAMHSA can authorize unsupervised use. SAMHSA has the authority, for example, to extend the pandemic-related flexibilities by promulgating a regulation allowing states to request blanket exemptions for all stable patients to receive twenty-eight days of take-home medication and less stable patients to receive fourteen days of take-home medication after consultation with DEA.

In fact, SAMHSA has the authority to provide flexibilities that extend beyond the pandemic-related flexibilities. For example, SAMHSA could modify its regulations at 42 CFR § 8.12(i)(3) to remove or modify the time-in-treatment requirement for all patients who have been

107. Id.
108. Id.
deemed stable enough to have a take-home supply. Alternatively, the regulations could permit any patient who an opioid treatment program deems “stable” to have access to fourteen or twenty-eight days of take-home supply. SAMHSA could remove the eight take-home criteria from the regulations and defer to the opioid treatment program to make the decision about when a patient is “stable.” If SAMHSA amended the regulations in this manner, states would not need to request an exemption from SAMHSA, and states that incorporate SAMHSA’s regulations by reference would not need to take any additional action to allow for such in-state flexibility. This is one of many approaches SAMHSA could take to modify its regulations for un supervised use.

To support regulatory changes like this, SAMHSA would need to build an administrative record to support the changes. This is one area where on-the-ground experience with the current regulations and pandemic flexibilities could help support SAMHSA’s rationale for a regulatory change. The statute also requires SAMHSA to consult with DEA prior to issuing such regulations, so the agency would need to communicate with DEA and include a description of the consultation in the rulemaking record before issuing the rule.

SAMHSA explained that the restrictions on unsupervised use “are intended to reduce the risk of abuse and diversion of opioid treatment

109. New Jersey’s regulations, for example, stipulate that opioid treatment programs only need to request an exemption from the take-home requirements if the “treatment decision . . . differs from the Federal regulatory requirements at 42 CFR Part 8.” N.J. ADMIN. CODE §10:1.61B-11.1 (2020). Thus, New Jersey would not need to modify its administrative code to allow for expanded take-home use. Alternatively, Massachusetts promulgates regulations that are more stringent than the federal regulations for take-home use. For example, during the first two months of treatment, patients can have no take-home doses. 105 MASS. CODE REGS. § 164.000 (2016). Massachusetts would need to amend it regulations to allow for expanded take-home use. These scenarios, where state action is needed to implement SAMHSA’s regulatory changes, create an additional barrier to extending the pandemic-related flexibilities. Although state-level barriers are outside the scope of this Essay, they warrant further scrutiny.


111. 21 U.S.C. § 823(g)(1).
medication that have abuse potential.” However, recent research suggests that there has been minimal diversion associated with unsupervised use during the COVID-19 public health emergency. A study anonymously surveyed eighty-seven patients receiving methadone take-home doses since SAMHSA issued the pandemic-related flexibility and found minimal reported levels of diversion of the take-home doses.

2. SAMHSA Issues a New Guidance Document

As noted above, in response to the COVID-19 public health emergency, SAMHSA released a guidance document that allows state regulatory authorities to request blanket exceptions to allow patients to take home additional doses of methadone and buprenorphine. This guidance document does not reference the COVID-19 public health emergency declaration. It also does not discuss SAMHSA’s legal authority to provide this flexibility. However, SAMHSA’s clearest authority to extend these flexibilities through guidance comes from 42 C.F.R. § 8.11(h).

SAMHSA has the regulatory authority at 42 C.F.R. § 8.11(h) to grant opioid treatment programs exemptions from various requirements. This regulation states that “[a]n [opioid treatment program] may, at the time of application for certification or any time thereafter, request from SAMHSA exemption from the regulatory requirements set forth under this section and § 8.12 … SAMHSA will approve or deny such exemptions at the time of application, or any time thereafter, if appropriate.” Opioid treatment programs seeking an exemption must provide rationale for the exemption with thorough documentation, and SAMHSA can approve or deny the exemption after consulting with the state regulatory authority.

Although this regulatory authority clearly grants SAMHSA the ability to consider exemption requests from opioid treatment programs on a case-by-case basis, SAMHSA also used this regulatory authority to grant broad relief in other guidance related to the COVID-19 public health emergency. For example, SAMHSA released a guidance

113 Figgatt et al., supra note 110.
114 Id.
115 SAMHSA OTP GUIDANCE, supra note 99.
117 Id.
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document that exempts opioid treatment programs from the requirement to conduct an in-person evaluation before admitting a new patient to the program for buprenorphine treatment. In that guidance document, SAMHSA points to its regulatory authority at 42 C.F.R. § 8.11(h), as opposed to its authorizing statute or the public health emergency declaration, for the legal authority to grant the exception.

Thus, SAMHSA is not bound by the presence of a public health emergency to draw again on this regulatory authority to grant a broad exception expanding unsupervised use. Based on its prior assessment of its authority in 42 C.F.R. § 8.11(h), SAMHSA can release a guidance document that, for example, allows states to request blanket exemptions for all stable patients to receive twenty-eight days of take-home medication and less stable patients to receive fourteen days of take-home medication after consultation. This approach could be especially helpful if the guidance clarifies that opioid treatment programs have discretion to determine what “stable” means and are not required to use the eight take-home criteria to determine when a patient can have a take-home supply. SAMHSA could pair this approach with an effort to evaluate its effects to inform future decision making.

III. A SEQUENCED APPROACH TO EXTENDING THE FLEXIBILITIES

The suggested pathways above give SAMHSA and DEA options to extend the pandemic flexibilities on an ongoing basis. If the agencies pursue rulemaking, they will need time to complete it, perhaps longer than the duration of the rest of this pandemic. In the meantime, the agencies could pivot to the opioid-specific public health emergency to justify extensions of these flexibilities. The Secretary of HHS can declare a public health emergency under the Public Health Service Act. A public health emergency determination triggers emergency powers that permit the federal government to engage in special activities like spending funds on the emergency or suspending or modifying regulatory requirements. On October 26, 2017, Acting Secretary of HHS Eric Hargan declared the opioid crisis a nationwide public health emergency. The opioid crisis public health emergency has since been renewed fourteen times; most recently by HHS Secretary

119. SAMHSA FAQs, supra note 54. Although buprenorphine is more leniently regulated and can be prescribed by DATA-waived practitioners, it is occasionally dispensed directly to patients at opioid treatment programs.


121. Id.

Xavier Becerra on April 7, 2021.\textsuperscript{123} To the extent that this public health emergency declaration continues to be extended, it could be used to support the extension of the pandemic flexibilities long enough to give the agencies time to complete rulemaking.

Turning to the DEA flexibilities first, DEA relied on the COVID-19 public health emergency as the basis for its action to permit telemedicine. As discussed above, under 21 U.S.C. § 802(54)(D), DEA has the authority to allow the “practice of telemedicine” when it is being “conducted during a public health emergency declared by the Secretary under section 247d of title 42.”\textsuperscript{124} Both the opioid crisis and the COVID-19 public health emergencies were declared under section 247d. Just as DEA used its authority to allow for the initial evaluation to be conducted via telemedicine during the COVID-19 public health emergency, it has the discretion as a matter of law to use that authority to extend that policy under the opioid-specific public health emergency.

Second, just as SAMHSA used its regulatory authority at 42 C.F.R. § 8.11(h) to exempt opioid treatment programs from the requirement to conduct an in-person evaluation to admit a new patient for the purposes of buprenorphine treatment during the COVID-19 public health emergency, it can use that regulatory authority to extend this exemption under the opioid-specific public health emergency. It can also use that regulatory authority to allow for increased unsupervised use, but it could choose to make this exemption contingent on the continuation of the opioid-specific public health emergency. As explained above, the regulatory authority at 42 C.F.R. § 8.11(h) does not require a public health emergency declaration for SAMSHA to provide exemptions to the regulations in § 8.12.\textsuperscript{125} That provision gives the agency the discretion to exempt opioid treatment programs from any regulations in § 8.12 and does not stipulate the circumstances in which SAMHSA can provide the exemption.\textsuperscript{126}

This option would not provide a permanent solution standing on its own, since the flexibilities would expire if or when the opioid-
specific public health emergency expires or is revoked. However, it could give the agencies time to study whether the ongoing flexibilities strike the right balance between treatment and diversion.

CONCLUSION

In response to the COVID-19 public health emergency, federal regulators reduced barriers to initiating buprenorphine treatment using telemedicine and providing patients with a take-home supply of methadone. This Essay provides an independent assessment of DEA and SAMHSA’s authority to extend the flexibilities after the COVID-19 public health emergency ends. It finds that DEA and SAMHSA possess the legal authority to extend the flexibilities without legislative changes from Congress.

DEA could issue joint regulations that clear the path for additional use of telemedicine. Alternatively, DEA could fulfill its legal obligation to implement a special registration program for telemedicine. SAMHSA could use its statutory authority to issue a rule codifying the take-home flexibilities for methadone after consulting with DEA. SAMHSA could instead release a new guidance document implementing these changes. As another alternative, SAMHSA and DEA could use the opioid-specific emergency declaration to offer a longer term, but not permanent, option to extend these flexibilities, perhaps while they work on longer-term solutions like regulations.

With the hope that the COVID-19 pandemic will be behind us in 2021, there is a risk that these flexibilities will also come to an end. As explained in this Essay, the agencies have multiple, lawful pathways to extend these flexibilities beyond the pandemic and in support of patients. To the extent that the evidence supports a policy shift in this direction, the agencies have all the legal authority they need to chart a new course.